The Astro-Brac in its various configurations is a truly universal system for mounting signals.

The Astro-Brac can be adapted to mount in-line signals as well as two-ways, three-two combinations and 5-section clusters on any size and shape of arm or pole.

### ITEM DESCRIPTION PART NO.

1. STANDARD 2-WAY ASSEMBLY, Band Mount ....................... AB-0110-L-L
2. 2-WAY VARIABLE ASSEMBLY, Band Mount .................... AB-0111-L-L
3. 5-SEC. CLUSTER ASSEMBLY, Band Mount .................... AB-0109-L-L
4. 5-SEC. CLUSTER ASSEMBLY, Cable Mount .................... AB-0138-L-L
5. ARM KIT, 2-Way ...................................................... AB-5002
6. ARM KIT, 2-Way Variable ............................................ AB-5003
7. ARM KIT, 5-Section Cluster ........................................ AB-5001
8. CLAMP KIT, Band Mount ........................................... AB-3004-L
9. CLAMP KIT, Cable Mount ........................................... AB-3009-L
10. GUSSETED TUBE w/ Vinyl Insert ................................. AB-2003-L

### NOTES:

1. PLEASE SPECIFY TUBE SECTION & BAND OR CABLE LENGTH REQUIRED, i.e., AB-0116-3-29 FOR A STANDARD 1-WAY 3 SECTION ASSEMBLY W/ 29” BANDS.
2. SEE ASTRO-BRAC CLAMP KIT BULLETINS FOR BAND & CABLE LENGTHS AVAILABLE.
3. SEE ASTRO-BRAC TUBE BULLETIN FOR TUBE LENGTHS.
4. REFER TO PRICE SCHEDULE FOR PAINTED PRICES.